


Certified that the institutional strategies for mobilisation of funds and the optimal utilisation of resources Proper
strategy for financial resources are necessary for smooth functioning of any institution. Optimal utilization of funds
in Mahatma Gandhi Government PG College is ensured through the following procedure:

1. The establishment expenditure of the college including salary and other expenditure is meted out by the
Department of Higher Education, Government of Chhattisgarh for which an estimated budget is sent to it.
Draft budget is prepared every year taking consideration of the requirements of each department.

2. Adequate funds are allocated for effective teaching-learning practices that include conduct of Seminars`,
orientation programs, workshops, inter-disciplinary activities, training programs that ensure quality
education.

3. Budgetary provisions are made use of for administrative and academic activities. The budget is utilized to
meet day-to-day operational and administrative expenses and maintenance of the fixed assets.

4. All financial matters like fee collection and salary are supervised and taken care of by the Principal and the
Head Accountant.

5. Payments are made to the suppliers of laboratory equipment’s only after the checking that the goods are in
proper condition. The Verification Committee approves them only when they satisfy the stipulated norms.

6. Payments are made to the book suppliers only after the books are approved by the Heads of the
Departments as per the lists given by them. Enhancement of library facilities leads to novel learning
practices and accordingly requisite funds are utilized for every year. Payments are done only if authorized
by the Principal.

7. Most of the payments are done through cheques and bank drafts. Record of every transaction is maintained
in the Stock Registers by the Store keepers, the librarian and Heads of the Departments.

8. JanbhagidariSamiti's fund is utilized for the benefits of the students.
9. Examination funds are also judiciously utilized.
10. Money collected from the students for College Magazine is utilized in bringing out an annual magazine.
11. Procurement Process: Quotations are obtained from at least three different suppliers to find out the

competitive prices and the lowest price is approved by the Purchase Committee. The grants are allocated to
all the departments as per their demands. Purchase Rules of the State Government are followed. Some
funds are allocated for social service activities as a part of social responsibility to some committees.

12. The Principal monitors and controls the financial procedures.
13. The construction of the building and other structures and their repair is done by the PWD under the

supervision of the Principal. Development and maintenance of the infrastructure is done by the PWD. The
minor issues are taken by the Building Committee and major issues are reported to the PWD through
Principal of the college.
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Committiee letter of 2016-17. Purchase committee in serial number 6 and AF committee in serial
number 14 were formed as below-



In serial number 23, account audit committee and in serial number 33, GPF/Pay fixation committee are
formed-



In the session of 2017-18, serial number 6 indicates for  purchase committee-



Serial number 14 indicates for AF committee-



Sn 30 shows Income Tax Committee, sn 33 shows GPF and pay fixation committee-



44 stands for Staff Council and the committee of 47 is responsible to spend JBS fund-



Similarly, various committees were formed for purchase/expenditure in next sessions.


